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SMY: Well-resolved proton (III) NMR spectra of solid human arterial plaque 
can be acquired. Studies have been carried out of human fatty plaque obtained 
postmortem (ex viva), the total lipids extracted from human atheroma, and a 
model mixture of cholesteryl esters whose lipid composition resembles that of 
human etheroma. In zach case, well-resolved Ii N?4R spectra were obtained at 
body tfnperature (37 C), with little or no underlying broad signal. Such 
sharp II NMR spectra are typical of isotropic fluids, whereas solid and 
liquid-crystalline materials give rise to much broader spectral lines. The 
results suggest the sharp 'H N?+iR spectra of human atheromatous lesions at body 
temperature are due largely to the presence of intracellular and extracellular 
droplets of cholesteryl esters in theI isotropic liquid phase. These findings 
provide a necessary basis for use of H RMR techniques to image quantitatively 
the lipid constituents of human atherama in vivo, and to study their chemical 
and physical properties. B 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 

Atheroclerosis is one of the leading causes of death in Western 

societies, claiming the lives of more than 5 x lo5 individuals each year in 

the United States alone (1). The availability of noninvasive methods for 

detection of atherogenesis (2) would represent a significant advance. 

Previous investigators have carried out extensive studies of atherosclerotic 

lipid deposits (3-lo), and have shown that high-resolution 13C RMR spectra can 

be acquired from the lipids of intact (e.x vivo) atheromatous lesions of human 

and animal origin (5,7). The above results suggest that 'H RMR spectroscopy 
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Abbreviations: DSS, Sodium 2,Z-Dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonate; ppm, parts 
per million. 
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of human arterial tissue should also be feasible which, due to current 

progress in 'H RMR imaging (ll,lZ), is particularly timely. Here we 

demonstrate that well-resolved III RMR spectra can be obtained from the lipids 

of human arterial plaque within the wall of the human aorta (ex vivo). The -- 
results show that chemical and physical information regarding the atheromatous 

lipids can be acquired, and provide a necessary basis for eventual in vivo NMR 

imaging of lipid accumulations within human arterial walls. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Samples of human arterial tissue were obtained postmortem from a total of 
eight individuals aged 23 to 97 years at autopsy. Aortic wall stripped of 
adventitial fat, microdissected subintimal fatty plaque, and total lipid 
extracts (13) were studied. The composition of the samples was verified by 
quantitative thin-layer chromatography, gas-liquid chromatography, and 
histologic methods as described (4,14,15). Pure anhydrous cholesteryl esters 
and triolein were procured from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) and were used as 
received. 
oxidation. 

rAl1 samples were kept under an argon atmosphere to retard 
H RMR spectra were obtained at a magnetic field strength of 8.481 

tesla (resonance frequency of 361.1 MHz), and the large residual water proton 
signal near 4.63 ppm was suppressed by selective radiofrequency saturation, 
except during data aquisition. The chemical shifts are in ppm relative to an 
external capillary containing DSS. The spectra were acquired using single 
radiofrequency pulses of duration 2 ps, with a repetition time of 2 s. 
Approximately 50 to 1000 free induction decays were accumulated (requiring 
about 2 to 35 min) in quadrature with Bessel filters, and were Fourier 
tranformed using 16 K data points and a line broadening of 0.5 Hz. The total 
spectral width was * 70 kHz (* 194 ppm) (acquisition delay = $8 I.CS; dwell time 
= 7 jts). No first-order phase correction was applied to the H RMR spectra. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Representative 'H RMR spectra acquired from samples of arterial 

constituents are shown in Figure 1. In (a) is shown an 'H RMR spectrum 

obtained from a sample of excised human fatty plaque (atheroma) suspended in 

deuterated buffer at body temperature (37OC). A well-resolved spectrum is 

obtained from the solid atheromatous tissue; such high-resolution NMR spectra 

are typically observed for isotropic fluids (11). The resolved spectral lines 

are attributed to the fatty acyl chains and cholesterol rings of the 

atheromatous lipids, which on a molar basis are comprised largely of 

cholesteryl eaters, triglycerides, and phospholipids (3,4,14,15). The 
observed resonances correspond to the tertiary methyl (Cs) (0.70 ppm), 

secondary methyl (CR& (0.87 ppm), aliphatic methylene [(Cl&>,] (1.27 ppm), 

methine (Clf) (1.27 to 2.25 ppm), allylic q ethylene (=CH-CR$) (1.99 to 2.18 

Ppl>, doubly allylic methylene (=CH-CH$--CH=) (2.73 ppm), and vinyl (=C&) 

(5.28 ppm) protons (16,171. Most of the resonance intensity is confined to 

the indicated spectral region, as evinced by plotting the ' H RMR spectra over 
their full frequency range of -70 to +70 klfz (not shown). The vinyl, doubly 
allylic, and allylic resonances arise largely from unsaturated and 
Polyunsaturated fatty acyl chains of the arterial lipid constituents; the 
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a) fatty plaque 
at 37’C 

6543210 

chemical shiftlppm 

b) extracted lipids 
at 37°C 

6 5 4 3 2 10 

chemical shift/ppm 

:) CLlcolcp (10:8:2) 
plus 5 wt % triolein 
at 37°C 

, 

6543210 
chemical shift/ppm 

Fig. 1. 'H NMR spectra of human fatty plaque and its lipid constituents at 
37 C (body temperature). An expansion of the &mica1 shift range from -0.5 
to +6.5 ppm relative to MS is shown. In (a) an H NMR spectrum is shown of a 
representative sample of excised human fatty plaque in deuterated phosphate 
buffer at pH 7. The observed spectral lines are assigned to the protons of 
the tertiary methyl (W-CM ), secondary mathyl (=+I 2, methylane (M), 
allylic (=CH-CH ), doubly al?ylic (=CH-CH2-CH=), and vinyl (=CH-) groups of 
the lipid constituents as indicated. 
selective radiofrequency irradiation. 

The water peak has been suppressed by 
H NW spectra of the samples plotted 

over a -70 to +70 kHz frequency range demonstrate that the baseline is flat 
beyond the indicated spectral region, and that no underlying broad signal is 
seen. Such high-resolution H NM spectra are typical of moderately viscous 
fluids; whereas samples of fatty plaque are macroscopically solid. In (b) an 

W NM3 spectrum is depicted of the total lipids extracted from human atheroma 
in deuterated phosphate buffer, which is similar to that of fatty plaque (a) 
in appearance. In (c) an H IWR spectrum is shown of an anhydrous mixture of 
cholesteryl linoleate/cholesteryl oleate/cholesteryl palmitate (molar ratios 
of 10:8:2), containing 5 wt * triolein, 
human atheroma (fatty plaque). 

whose lipid composition mimics that of 
A well-resolved H NM3 spectrum is obtained at 

37OC, similar to that of fatty plaque and its extracted lipids (a,b), with 
little or no underlying broad signal. In the qsence of triolein, much 

broader spectra are obtained at body tamparature. H NMR spectra of control 
samples of excised, non-atheromatous aortic wall in deuterated buffer, 
excluding adventitial fat, yield mu?h smaller lipid resonances (not she""2. 
The above results suggest that the H Ml? spectra of human atheroma at 37 C 
are associated with the presence of cholesteryl esters in the isotropic liquid 
phase. 

methylene and secondary methyl proton resonances also include contributions 

from lipids with saturated acyl chains (16). The sterol moieties of the 

atheromatous lipid molecules contribute to the methylene peak, and also give 
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rise to methine and tertiary methyl proton resonances (17). As shown in (b), 

a similar IFI DktD spectrum is obtained from a total extract (13) of the lipids 

of human fatty plaque as from atheroma ex vivo. 'H NMFI spectra of control 

samples of normal intima-medial aortic wall do not yield well-resolved 

spectral lines (not shown). Thus, the sharp resonances of human atheroma 

(fatty plaque) at 37OC are most likely due to accumulated lipids within the 

arterial wall. Chemical analysis of the samples as described (4,14,15) 

suggests the spectra mainly reflect the presence of cholesteryl esters, with 

possible minor contributions from triglycerides and phospholipids. 

We then investigated whether the 'H NM? spectra of human fatty plaque at 

body temperature could be reproduced by mixtures of the lipids found in 

atheroma. Previous work has shown that the presence of triglycerides, as 

found in human atheroma (4,14,15), can decrease the isotropic to 

liquid-crystalline phase transition temperatures of cholesteryl esters and 

their mixtures; in addition free cholesterol can depress the melting point 

(4,18+X). Figure 1 (c) shows that in the presence of 5 wt % trolein, a 

mixture of cholesteryl linoleate/cholesteryl oleate/cholesteryl palmitate 

(molar ratios of 10:8:2) yields a sharp 'H NMR spectrum at 37OC, similar to 

that of human atheroma (a) and its extracted lipids (b). By contrast, if 

triolein is omitted from the mixture of cholesteryl esters, then broader, 

unresolved spectra result at 37OC (not shown). Thus, the observed 'H NMFI 

spectra of human atheroma can be largely explained in terms of their known 

content of cholesteryl esters. Despite its macroscopic, solid appearance, the 

presence of extracellular and intracellular droplets of cholesteryl esters in 

fatty plaque (3,8,9,14,15), with relatively low isotropic to 

liquid-crystalline phase transition temperatures (18,20), leads to 

comparatively sharp 'H NMR spectra as seen for other isotropic fluids. By 

contrast, cholesteryl esters and phospholipids (22,23) in the 

liquid-crystalline state give rise to much broader, non-Lorentzian lH NMH 
spectral lineshapes (not shown). Likewise, free cholesterol is only sparingly 

soluble in cholesteryl esters (3,18,21); it typically exists as a crystalline 

solid monohydrate in atheromatous tissue (3,4,14,15), and presumably yields 

broad, undetected 'H NMR signals. The above results imply that information 

can be obtained regarding the chemical composition and physical state of the 

lipids of atheroma in situ, that is intact within the arterial wall, by use of 
1 
H MID spectroscopy. 

'El NM8 studies of samples of human fatty plaque and its lipid 

constituents have also been conducted as a function of temperature. In each 

case, the intensities of the sharp, liquid phase spectra decrease as the 

fxnperature is reduced, indicative of a transition of the atheromatous lipids 

to the liquid-crystalline state, characterized by broader 'H NMR spectra (22) 
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(not shown). The 'H NMR spectral intensities as a function of temperature 

parallel closely the results of polarizing microscopy (4,9) and x-ray 

diffraction (8) studies of the lipids of human arterial plaque, which clearly 

demonstrate the occurrence of thermotropic transitions. Consequently, it is 

likely that the 'H NMR spectra reflect an isotropic to liquid-crystalline 

phase transition of the atheromatous cholesteryl esters near body temperature, 

consistent with previous 13C NMR studies (5,7). Taken together, the above 

results indicate that the cholesteryl ester molecules of atheromatous lesions 

exist mainly in the isotropic liquid phase at body temperature, or near the 

onset temperature of their transition to the liquid-crystalline state (5,7,8). 

The full widths at half height of the resolved 'H NMR spectral peaks, fit with 

Lorentzian lineshapes, correspond to transverse (T,) relaxation times of about 

5-10 ms. These values are comparable to the spin-echo times utilized in NMR 

imaging (12), and suggest that significant lipid itensity (24) can be 

observed. 

To conclude, it has been shown that information regarding the chemical 

composition and physical state of the lipids of human arterial plaque can be 

obtained through use of 1 H NMR spectroscopy. The results suggest that the 

sharp 1 H NMR spectra of human atheromatous lesions reflect largely the 

presence of cholesteryl esters in the isotropic liquid phase at body 

temperature (37OC). Used in conjunction with 'H NMR imaging (12,24,25), the 

results can eventually be applied to the study of atheroma in vivo. In this _- 
regard the findings represent a major advance over 13 C NMR spectroscopy. The 

present knowledge thus provides a basis for diagnosis of early atheromatous 

lesions within the wall of the human aorta and other blood vessels. 
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